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don’t just fall into the cycle of the day job

What do you want to achieve in your first quarter?

What are your work-related targets?

How can you improve communication with your manager?

How can you give more support to your team?

How can you make your voice heard in Scottish Agronomy?

How can you gain more constructive feedback and develop from this?

What do you want to achieve in your first quarter?

Have you got a plan to continue your personal development?

What goals have you set yourself?

What passions are you nurturing this year?

How are you stretching your mind?

How many goals require you to try something new?





FEAR OF CHANGE STOPS YOUR PROGRESS

• CHANGE HAPPENS: They keep moving the cheese

• ANTICIPATE CHANGE: Get ready for the cheese to move

• MONITOR CHANGE: Smell the change often so you know when it’s getting old

• ADAPT TO CHANGE: The quicker you let go of the old cheese, the sooner you can enjoy new cheese

• ACTUALLY CHANGE: Move with the cheese

• ENJOY CHANGE: Savour the adventure and enjoy the taste of new cheese

Be ready to change quickly and enjoy it again (and 
again!)





Make Tiny Changes

The saying “Go Big or Go Home” doesn’t 
apply to change. 

Fogg is the founder of the behaviour design 
lab at Stanford University. This book is an 
easy read which introduces his research, 

that change is best enjoyed when it is made 
tiny.

Tiny Habits is the perfect easy read if you 
want to do more but can’t quite find a 

rhythm. 



It’s natural to ‘fall off the wagon’. 

There is no need to set yourself perfectionist goals or berate 
yourself when you have an ‘off’ day.

RELAX, REVIEW & RESET

Willpower & Motivation are fickle shapeshifters.

Reaching your goals shouldn’t be a stressful 
endeavour. And if a goal stops feeling right –

CHANGE IT!
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